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Living Longer: 
Thinking Ahead
The first part of our 
review consults on

• Income in Retirement 
and

• Social Security Scheme



Pension Trustees’ Responsibilities
Richard Packman
Director, Vantage Pension Trustees Limited



Introduction

♦ Historic choice was generally a contract based pension 
from the “household name” insurance companies

♦ Some businesses may have arranged a trust based 
corporate pension scheme;  possibly acting as own 
trustees

♦ Insurers pulled out of the Island, leaving scope for new 
legislation and the evolution of Jersey trust based pensions 
= Retirement Annuity Trust Schemes  (“RATS”)

• Individual RATS  (now RTS)
• Multi-Member RTS
• Corporate Pension Plans

♦ Professional trust companies acting as trustees for non-
Jersey residents - IPPs, EBTs, EFRBs, etc.



Types of Pension Trustees

♦ Individual trustee

♦ Corporate trustee

♦ Professional trustee 

Lay Trustees
Eg; where the Board of directors also acts as trustees of the company 
pension scheme.
Conflict of interest..?        Knowledge / experience..?
Anecdote: In one of the leading trust law cases, a set of trustees acted in 
accordance with advice received from a leading barrister about their duties. 
An aggrieved beneficiary complained, and the matter ultimately reached the 
House of Lords, who agreed with the beneficiary. As a result, the trustees 
were ordered to repay millions to the trust. One of the trustees committed 
suicide in the face of bankruptcy.



Trustees’ Role

♦ A trust is a relationship whereby property is held by one 
party for the benefit of another

♦ The trustee holds that property for the trust's beneficiaries

♦ The trustees are the legal owners of the trust's property

♦ Trustees’ fiduciary duties



Trustees’ Role, Duties and Powers

♦ Act in line with the trust deed and rules

♦ Act prudently, responsibly and honestly

♦ Act in the best interests of the beneficiaries

♦ Act impartially

These obligations apply to:
- Contributions
- Financial records and requirements
- Investment
- Professional advisors
- Pension scheme records
- Members



Trustees’ Role, Duties and Powers

Trustees &/or Administrators… ?
• If lay-trustees of a company scheme - carrying out scheme 

administration as well? Or out-sourcing? 

• Most local professional trustees will also act as the scheme 
administrators. However can split the work and have two 
different providers.

• Important to differentiate and identify the differences between the 
two. The different roles and the work undertaken.

• Both will have a professional duty of care for their respective 
roles.



Pension Trustees’ Responsibilities

♦ The UK has specific pension legislation (the Pensions Act 1995 & 
2004) as well as a specific regulatory body (The Pensions 
Regulator)

♦ Professional trustees in Jersey are regulated by the JFSC, and thus 
need to abide by the Commission’s rules and codes

♦ Jersey pension trustees have their trustee’s responsibilities set out 
within the Trusts (Jersey) Law 1984 (as amended)

♦ The Trust Deed may also make reference to the responsibilities of 
the trustees



Trusts (Jersey) Law 1984 (as amended)

Article 21:  Duties of trustee

(1)    A trustee shall in the execution of his or her duties and in the exercise of his or her powers and    
discretions –
(a)     act – (i)      with due diligence,

(ii)      as would a prudent person,
(iii)     to the best of the trustee’s ability and skill; and

(b)     observe the utmost good faith.

(2)  Subject to this Law, a trustee shall carry out and administer the trust in accordance with  

its terms.

(3)  Subject to the terms of the trust, a trustee shall –
(a)     so far as is reasonable preserve the value of the trust property;
(b)     so far as is reasonable enhance the value of the trust property.



Pension Trustees’ Responsibilities

DC Schemes
• Ensure there is suitable and appropriate investment 

provision for the members (including professional advice)
• Ensure members understand how much they receive is 

linked to how much they pay in
• Provide timely and relevant information to members

DB Schemes
• The trustees of a DB scheme also have the duty to ensure 

there are sufficient funds to pay members’ pensions.
• Assess the assets and (long-term) liabilities of the scheme.     

Monitor the scheme investments.
Seek professional (actuarial) advice, etc.



Pension Trustees’ Responsibilities

Trustees’ Interaction with The Other Parties
eg;  Member,  Financial Advisor,  Scheme Administrator

♦ Trustee has ultimate responsibility for the pension fund
♦ AML

- Contributions through Trustees, not invested directly by IFA 
or Client

♦ CDD
- Trustees need to be advised of changes to personal 
circumstances, address,employer, etc. 

♦ Investments
- Amendments to monthly contributions, DDM
- Trustees can ask for sight of suitability letter
- Trustees can question investment(s) and fees
- Trustees should ascertain suitability of pension transfer



Pension Trustees’ Responsibilities

QROPS

ie. for UK tax-relieved pension funds transferred in

♦ Reporting requirement to HMRC of any payments made for 10 
years from date of transfer

♦ Ensure payments not made before age 55

♦ Confirm Scheme continues to adhere to “ROPS” rules

♦ Confirm any onward requested transfer out goes to another 
approved QROPS Scheme

♦ Penalties = up to 55% member’s fund tax charge



Scheme Investments

The trustees are responsible for deciding the investment strategy to 
be adopted by the scheme.

May have limitations on investments within trust deed, and/or from 
other parties (eg; Jersey Comptroller of Income Tax for RTS).

Trustees have a fiduciary responsibility to choose investments that 
are in the best financial interests of the members.

The trust deed may permit the trustees to delegate this to a 
professional investment manager / advisor.

The trustees should set up appropriate procedures to review the 
investment performance.



Pension Trustees’ Exposures & Liabilities

If something does go wrong with the pension scheme, the trustees 
may be held personally liable for any loss caused as a result of a 
breach of trust. 

This could happen when, for example:

♦ a trustee carried out an act which is not authorised under the trust 
deed and scheme rules

♦ a trustee fails to do something that should have been done under 
the trust deed and scheme rules

♦ a trustee does not perform one or more of their duties under trust 
law or pension legislation or does not perform them with sufficient 
care



Pension Trustees’ Protection

Three types of protection :-

1. Exoneration
Trustee not liable for an act or omission (ex fraud, dishonesty, 
gross negligence)

2. Indemnities
Trustee liable, but third party takes responsibility to pay
Indemnity from the Employer (if a staff scheme)… or from the 
Fund..?

3.  Insurance
Pension Trustees’ Liability Insurance



Vantage Pension Trustees Limited
PO Box 420, No.4 The Forum, Grenville Street
St Helier, Jersey JE4 0WQ
T: +44 (0)1534 758875 www.vantage-pensions.co
Vantage Pension Trustees Limited is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission for the conduct of Trust Company Business.

Richard Packman
Director

Vantage Pension Trustees Limited 

D: +44 (0)1534 706503
E: richard.packman@vantage.je



Jersey Pensions Association – Conference
Taxation Matters
11 October 2016



Introduction

• Recap of the changes made in recent years

• Thoughts on the future

• Administration issues

• Helping people into retirement

• Questions
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Changes made in 2015

• Major simplification of the rules

• Valuable consultation period – publication of draft law helped

• Template for future improvements of the Tax Law

• Supported by detailed guidance

3



Changes made in 2015

• Continual improvement of the rules
• Legislation
• Guidance

• Continue to provide feedback

• Practical implementation within reasonable/lawful parameters

• Consistent application

• Reasonable timeframes

4



Thoughts on the future 

• Social Security Fund review – please get involved

• Opportunity to have your say

• UK “pension freedoms”

• Focus on approved drawdown contracts

5



Administration issues

• Taxes Office transformation

• Move to online filing and assessment

• Personal income tax is priority

• Pensions within scope

• Improved filing mechanisms

• More rigorous compliance framework

6



Administration issues

• Better data

• Limited view at the moment
• Contributions in
• Payments out

• Better policy analysis – cross government

• Withholding from pension income?

• Dialogue with industry

7



Administration issues

• Removal of non-residents relief

• Please consider whether you need to withholding from payments 
to non-residents

8



Helping people into retirement

• Challenges faced by people on a prior year payment basis

• Often forgotten that they are 1 year behind in paying their tax

• We need to do more to inform people

• Help from industry – communication and advice

9



Questions?
10



Contact information

Paul Eastwood
Deputy Comptroller of Taxes
p.eastwood@gov.je
01534 440578

John Le Cuirot
Director – Business Taxation
J.LeCuirot@gov.je
01534 440324

Anna Maindonald
Assurance and Pensions Manager
A.Maindonald@gov.je
01534 440339
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Actuarial Issues
David Holmes
First Actuary



Overview

•Brexit
•Market impact
•Impact on pension schemes
•Employer Covenant



Brexit – direct impact

•UK voted to leave the EU on 23 June 2016
•EIOPA (European Insurance and Occupational Pensions 

Authority)
•Extent of scope depends on negotiated withdrawal provisions
•Loss of influence but continuing requirement to comply?

•The pension regulator and PPF established under UK law so 
leaving EU has no direct effect

•Jersey occupational pensions unregulated and no member 
protection in insolvency

•Possible change to IPP v European cross border provision



Brexit – fallout

•Reduced growth forecasts
•Consensus 2.2% to 0.5% for 2017 (OECD 1%)
•Fiscal Policy Panel growth forecast 2% to 0%
•OBR delayed forecast
•Impact delayed 
•Growth likely to depend on population growth

•Weaker long term growth prospect for UK firms
•Base rate cut from 0.5% to 0.25%
•QE expanded



Fall in value of Sterling
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Market movements post Brexit

•Markets have performed strongly since referendum
•FTSE All-Share fell 7% but now 9% above pre referendum level
•S&P 500 fell 5% but now over 3% above pre referendum level ($)

•Value of sterling fell 11% following referendum
•Further fall around 1.5% to end of September
•Upward pressure on inflation

•UK investors in overseas companies benefit from weak pound
•includes a large proportion of FTSE earnings



Equity markets

•12% increase year to date
•+17% from post-vote low
•No sign of Brexit vote impact 

in monthly data
•Benefit from weak Sterling 

due to proportion of 
international businesses
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Fixed interest markets

•Immediate fall of 35bp
•Continued to decline, now 

under 1.5% (down 70bp)
•Base rate cut and QE exerting 

downward pressure
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Still further to fall?

•Central Bank failed Gilt 
purchase August 2016 (long 
maturities)

•German Bund 10-year 
benchmark issued at negative 
yield
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Impact of lower yields

•Lower discount rate for actuarial valuation
•Triennial
•FRS102
•CETV / Commutation

•Increased duration of liabilities
•sensitivity to yield movements



FRS102 –AA yield movement

•Immediate fall of 20bp
•Down almost 1% to end of 

September
•Liabilities up 15-20%

but
•Matched assets also increased 

•iBoxx >15 AA corporates +14%
•Long gilts + 14%
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Impact on CETV

•CETV increase
•Higher present value
•Typical value increased ~20%

•Depends on
•Calculation method and basis
•Age of member (larger impact on young member CETV)
•Rate of pension increases

•Reduction for underfunded schemes



Members considering transfer

•CETV higher
•Transfer Value Analysis

•Projected growth unchanged
•Annuity interest rate delayed impact

•Improved analysis outcome
•Critical yield
•Projected post-transfer pension
•Tax-free cash lump sum



Employer covenant

•Increased focus after creation of PPF
•PPF levy linked to probability of insolvency

•Dun & Bradstreet
•Experian

Higher insolvency 
probability+Lower 

funding
Higher risk 
based levy=



Employer covenant

•Further development



The Role of Financial Dispute 
Resolution Schemes in Enhancing 
Consumer Trust and Confidence

Jersey Pension Association Conference
St Helier, Jersey
11 October 2016

Douglas Melville
Principal Ombudsman and Chief Executive

Chair
International Network of Financial Services Ombudsman Schemes
INFO Network



Financial Dispute Resolution

Does Financial Dispute Resolution (FDR) Build Trust 
and Confidence?

What FDR Does Well, and Does Not

CIFO - A New Type of Ombudsman Scheme

The value proposition –FDR schemes and complaint 
data

Questions

2

Overview



The Financial Ombudsman –the concept

A form of financial dispute resolution (FDR)

An informal alternative to the court system

Resolves individual customer complaints about 
financial services

If complaint is upheld, compensation payable by the 
financial services provider to the consumer

Not a regulator or a compensation fund

3

What is an om-buds-man?



Does FDR Build Trust and Confidence?

Yes, but only when part of a broader and effective legal 
and regulatory framework

Bank solvency and overall financial market stability 
and employment are bigger issues/concerns for the 
public

Only an issue when a problem is encountered; then it 
matters a great deal

FDR is no substitute for good consumer-facing market 
conduct regulation

4



Does FDR Build Trust and Confidence?

FDR is also no substitute for good internal 
firm-level dispute resolution

The Channel Islands, like Canada and others adopted a 2-tier 
system from the beginning (internal firm complaint handling, 
escalation of unresolved complaints to industry-level dispute 
resolution)

Vast majority of complaints appear to be resolved successfully 
at the firm level

Guidelines on effective complaint handling were provided by the 
Channel Islands Financial Ombudsman (CIFO)

5



What FDR Does Well

Gives government officials and regulators a credible, 
impartial place to refer consumer complaints about their 
financial service provider

An independent and impartial review provides “closure” 
even for complaints where we say “no” –usually ends the 
matter, which benefits the participating firms

Provides an accessible way to address complaints that 
would not otherwise be resolved through the courts due to 
factors such as cost, time, intimidation/fear of court 
process

6



Other Benefits to Society from FDR

Lower cost process for all parties (consumers/investors 
and financial services providers)

Diverts many consumer complaints away from the 
already overburdened court system –likely averts some 
class action lawsuits

Learnings from complaint cases and independent 
assessments by FDR structure provide valuable 
feedback that helps financial service providers to improve

Guides financial literacy and education

7



Other Benefits to Society from FDR

Individual complaints can identify systemic problems that 
firms and regulators may not be aware of –early warning 
system

Issues highlighted in complaints are valuable for public 
policy development by regulators and legislators

Enables the regulators to deal selectively and effectively 
with regulatory priorities without mixing in redress

Allows a different (non-legalistic) standard to be applied for 
compensation (e.g., fairness)

8



What FDR Does Not Do Well, Nor Should It

Ineffective tool against financial sector corruption

Does not address concerns over the pricing of financial 
products and services

Does not deal with concerns about access to credit

Does not deal with regulatory breaches

Does not punish individuals or firms

9



The CI Financial Ombudsman –A New Scheme

10



The CI Financial Ombudsman –A New Scheme

Mandate covers the international financial centre 
comprising all four of the Channel Islands (Jersey, 
Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark)

Small islands with a big market presence (GBP 215 B 
in bank deposits; GBP 445 B in funds AUM)

Statutory mandate, binding determinations, covering 
all financial sectors with a few exceptions

Can award compensation up to GBP 150,000

11



The CI Financial Ombudsman –the structure

Matching legislation in both islands

Inter-island MOU on joint arrangements

Shared board, staff to cover both islands

One office in Jersey, currently 7 staff

Opened for business on 16 November 2015

12



The CI Financial Ombudsman –the structure

Guernsey and Jersey governments select the 
Board 

The Board selects the Ombudsman, to be 
appointed on terms securing independence

Funding by industry through levies and case 
fees, with start-up loans from the States

13

Governance and Funding



The CI Financial Ombudsman –the mandate

Individuals, microenterprises and certain CI 
charities can complain

Banking, money services, insurance, 
investments, credit and pensions

Can deal with historical complaints within set 
limits

14

Scope



The Financial Ombudsman –the limitations

Event must be on or after 1 January 2010 (for 
Jersey); 2 July 2013 (for Guernsey)

Referred to CIFO within 6 yrs (2 yrs)

Limit reduced to 6 months from final response 
if follow guidelines on complaints handling

15

Time limits



The Financial Ombudsman –the approach

Two-tier structure

Complaint must go to provider first

Guidance on model procedure published 
by CIFO in November 2015 (on website)

16

Complaint-handling by providers



The Financial Ombudsman –the approach

Enquiries

Mediation

Investigation and decision

Feedback

17

Enquiry and complaint-handling by CIFO



The CI Financial Ombudsman –The Process

18

From inquiry to final determination

Inquiry Receipt of 
Complaint

Initial review 
against CIFO's 

remit
Complaint 

Intake Process

Information 
gatheringMediationInvestigationDecision

Final 
Determination



The CI Financial Ombudsman –The Process

19

How we determine if a complaint is in mandate
 

 

Is the financial service 
provider operating in or from 

within Jersey, Guernsey, 
Alderney or Sark? 

Is the business of the financial 
service provider subject to 

CIFO’s jurisdiction? 

Are you complaining about an 
event which occurred within 

CIFO’s timeframe? 

Are you an eligible 
complainant?  

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 



The CI Financial Ombudsman –firms’ role 

Document, document, document

Do a great complaint review themselves

Engage early when escalated to CIFO

Have authority to settle

Honour the “spirit” of dispute resolution and a fair and 
reasonable test

20

What we are asking the firms to do (in general)



The CI Financial Ombudsman –firms’ role 

Provide complete file material within 2 weeks of CIFO 
request

Provide your comments on our initial views on a 
complaint within two weeks

Actively participate in our public consultations

Call ahead to discuss our general approach to 
complaint issues you may encounter

21

What we are asking the firms to do (specifically)



The Financial Ombudsman –the plan

Office open and processing initial inventory of 
complaints, steady flow of new ones, some systemics

Consultations on eligible complainants and close 
relationships concluded

Model complaint handling guide issued

Funding levies completed for 2015 and 2016

22

What is happening now?



The CI Financial Ombudsman –the value 
proposition of the scheme

Enhances Guernsey and Jersey reputations as 
international financial centres

Enhances respective financial industry reputations

Political pressure valve

A “no” that sticks

Avoids usage of court and media options

23

How this new scheme provides value



The CI Financial Ombudsman –the value 
proposition of complaint data

Feedback to the firm, industry, regulators and government 
on our scheme’s performance

Early warning system for possible systemic issues

Guides regulatory and/or legislative change in CI

Encourages firms to minimize/resolve complaints

Prompts consumers to make complaints when dissatisfied

24

How our complaint data provides value



The CI Financial Ombudsman –some 
observations to share

Pension draw-downs

Concentration of commission-payable long-term 
insurance products sold as “investments” into 
pensions

Cost of trust-wrapped pension structures

Lack of regulatory framework for pensions

25

What concerns me?



The CI Financial Ombudsman

26

Any questions?
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Channel Islands Financial Ombudsman 
(CIFO)

www.ci-fo.org

Telephone (Jersey): 01534-748610
Telephone (Guernsey): 01481-722218

Email: enquiries@ci-fo.org

For further information



John Martin
11 October 2016

International Pension Plans
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Introduction

• Background on International Pension Plans (IPPs)

• Typical uses for IPPs

• Plan design issues

• Administration issues



3

International Pension Plans

A pension plan established outside the home 
country of the employer and of the covered 
employees to provide benefits for the international 
staff of a multinational group



4

IPP Options
• Members typically include

• Expatriates
• Third Country Nationals (TCNs)
• Local staff where no convenient local option exists

• Benefits and funding flexibility
• DB, DC, or hybrid
• Providing consistent benefits

• Could be uniform across countries or
• Could “mirror” local benefits

• Or could be base/retirement country provision
• Reflects nationality of employee or where he/she expects to retire
• Reflects market practice in that country
• Complexity if many countries involved
• May need to adjust for social security differences
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Location Requirements

• Taxation
• No local taxation of investment income or capital gains
• No local taxation on benefit payment
• Tax on benefits depends on local rules in country of residence

• Political and economic stability
• OECD “white list”
• Helpful tax officers and regulators, with fair and flexible 

regulation
• Minimal benefit restrictions and ability to take benefits in 

lump sum form
• Trust law
• Good support services
• Same language/time zone as sponsor

• Good travel links
• Good communications
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Recent interest in IPPs

• Multi-nationals with no formal programme for 
internationally mobile employees

• Old final salary or insured plan, but moving to flexible 
defined contribution plan

• Reducing / removing financial liability
• Local staff but no convenient local option exists
• Newer multi-nationals
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Case Study #1 –Benefits for Expatriates

• Multinational investment fund provider
• Required retirement plan for mobile employees
• Initially covering expatriates in the United Arab 

Emirates with scope to add further locations
• Recognizing local gratuity requirements
• Employer matching contribution mirroring DC plan 

in the UK
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Benefits for Expatriates –Solution 

• Trust based solution
• Employer’s own fund ranges included
• Corporate branding used
• Tailored preferential fund charges arranged 

for members
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Case Study #2 –No Local Options

• Large multinational energy company 
• Wanted to provide retirement benefits for

• Local staff where no viable local options exist
• Expatriates
• Mobile employees

• 5,000+ members 
• Benefit structures to suit location
• Some coordination with local benefits
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No Local Options –Solutions

• Complex trust based solution
• Corporate branding
• Contributions and benefits allowed in a 

variety of currencies
• Communications in multiple languages
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Case Study #3 –Expanding Multinational

• Multinational electronics manufacturer
• Wanted retirement benefits for expatriate 

workers
• initially in newly established Dubai operation

• Must be easy to add staff in other 
jurisdictions 

• Simplified plan to reflect small number  of 
members

• Contributions in dirhams, converted to US 
dollars
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Expanding Multinational –Solution

• Low cost
• Easy to implement
• Easy to add members in other territories
• Simple trust based solution
• Flexible

• Employer selected vesting period
• Allowed retroactive contributions
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Practical Investment Issues –DC Plans

• Range of funds 
• Asset classes and funds depend upon type of workforce

• Possible range of Currencies (USD, EUR, GBP)
• Choice of active and passive funds
• Default option

•Lifestyle option
•Funding for cash lump sum/annuity purchase
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Practical Communications Issues

• 24/7 member website
• Secure site where members 

have their own logins and 
passwords

• Multiple languages
• Benefit statements
• On-line switching
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Practical Administration Issues

• Normally done in offshore location
• May be part of bundled package from a 

pensions provider (contract based or trust 
based)

• May be provided by offshore trustee or 
other third party provider

• Some member administration may be sub 
contracted back to sponsoring employer
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Summary

• More (and smaller) companies operating 
internationally

• Often no apparent pension solutions for  
mobile and some local workers

• IPPs offer flexibility on coverage, plan 
design, and funding to fill pension gaps

• IPPs are important tool to meet retirement 
needs of global workforce



Questions?
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